True archiving solution for
structured and unstructured data
Stores enterprise or complex data
environments securely in the cloud or
on premise.
Search and access data, documents
and images that are centrally stored.
Meet regulatory compliance, migrate
cold data and deactivate legacy
systems to save on storage space
and cost on large-scale complex
environments.

Up to 80% of IT spending
may go towards operations
and maintenance of legacy
systems.

Cross-system and open
standard archive solution
Archive historical structured
& unstructured using a single
solution and across any storage
platform or interface.

Independent of source
systems and applications

US Government Accountability Office (2021, GAO-21-524T)
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Do you have an efficient
and future proof way of
accessing critical data?
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Can you provide centralized
and controlled access to
important documents?
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Are you saving money by
offloading costly productive
systems and shutting down
retired ones?
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Search and access archived
data any time
Data can be retrieved quickly
without having to restore it to a
corresponding production system.
Data is maintained in a searchable
and usable fashion.

Offload legacy systems and
production databases
Stop paying for data storage that
is no longer needed.
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Audit-proof & legally
compliant
Comply with long-term digital
archival regulations. Includes
currently valid laws and
regulations for digital archiving,

Self-service
Users can access archived data
without having to wait for the IT
team to provide access.
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Liberyse Your Data
Migrate cold data to low-cost storage systems and deactivate legacy
systems. Liberyse offers an adjustable, low costing billing model
(Cloud based) and has a low project complexity (migration, storage,
customize search).
Provides a central repository and fast access to data and documents.
Furthermore, it uses S3 storage system (e.g. Netapp StorageGrid,
Cloudian, etc.) as an on-premises installation or a cloud solution with
the AWS S3 Object Storage or S3 service of GCP.

MF or SAP Legacy
Systems

Features
Document
indexing for search
capability

Search and access
centrally stored,
structured, and
unstructured data
via Deep Search

Customizable access
control

Uses scanners
which are scheduled
archiving

Secure cloud
storage

Tamper-proof
archiving

Documents

E-Mails

Data deleted once
retention period
elapses

Flexible security
model with multiclient capability

Is it time to migrate your cold data to the cloud?
Organizations turn to Liberyse when they are struggling to store a high volume of historical
structured and unstructured data that is consuming too much space and causing a high cost
to store. Free yourself from complex archival technology that requires managing hardware and
keeping up with infrastructure add-ons to meet data growth.
Get Liberyse
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